All in One Bake Shop
Some of my new favorite things...
Push ‘N Print!
Wilton has come out with a cool cookie press. The
Push ‘N Print sets come in a general set of 4, a
Halloween set and a Christmas set. This makes it so
easy to decorate cookies - just cut and press to
imprint the design. I used the snowflake disk with a
chocolate cookie dough - it made such a pretty
cookie. I am planning to make some spice cookies,
use the presses and then brush them with gold dust
after they have baked. The general set is wording good luck, congrats, happy birthday and good luck.
The Haloween set has a jack o’lantern, a trick or treat
image and a ghost. The disks in the Christmas set
include a Christmas tree, snowflake and a snowman.
You could also use these disks to make an impression on fondant too!

Americolor’s Flo - Coat
Nielsen and Massey
Vanilla Bean Paste
Pure vanilla with vanilla bean seeds in a
paste form. I love to add this to cookie
dough, cake batters and especially
homemade icecream. You can see the
vanilla bean specks - and I love that
look, not to mention the great flavor that
you get when adding this vanilla to your
recipes. I want to try adding it to my egg
dip for french toast this weekend.

Turns water into oil!
This product is so cool! For any of you who work with
white chocolate and color it for your candy projects this is perfect for you! Add the Flo-Coat to you melted
chocolate and then you can use regular gel colors to
color your candy! Before this, you only had choices of
coloring with oil based candy colors or powder colors.
Now the whole spectrum of Americolor or Wilton gel
colors can be used with FloCoat and the chocolate.
This will make it so much easier to color chocolates
for making colorful candies!

Double Sided Cutter Set
This 7 piece set ranges in size from 1 1/2” to 3 7/8” and has a plain round cutter side and a round crinkle
cutter side. There are so many used for round cutters - apart from the obvious - cookies - use them to cut
biscuits, fondant polka dots, puff pastry vol-au-vents and fondant frills like a Garrett frill cutter. You will find
so many uses for this set! The set is white - Bronwen and I figured out that we could color them pink by
soaking them in a “bath” of black and pink airbrush colors and vinegar. Of course the pink ones are
more fun to use - but they work just the same as the white ones!

